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Regional Application of
Satellite Geodesy Methods
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TT ir well known that a geodetic survey Furtherrnore, the cuwature of the earth
I can be carried out in numerous ways. also lirnits the length of the sides of triangu-
Prior to 1950 trianguiation was almost uni- lations and traverses, resulting in unfavor-
versally used, and traverses were resorted able error propagation when very large areas
to only when the terrain was unsuitable for are conside¡ed. Because of these various
the former. lvfore recently the development limitations, the relative accuracy of nearby
of elect¡omagnetic distance measuring in- points may be high, but the relative accu-
struments changed thç scene considerabi.v. tacy of distant points becomes poor.

Now traverses and trilateration are accepted A more serious defect of present-day

methods of establishing the control net as geodetic surveys lies not so much in the

the scaie can be carried directly through methods used, but in their history. The
the net, rather than by the use of high-pre- establishment of a large net is a very major

cision base lines and extension nets. The undertaking. Over the years instruments
accuracies attainable with these methods change, adjacent nets ate haphazardly

are variable, but when the areas covered lini<ed into the main net, control marks get

are not extensive, they can approach 1 in disturbed or even lost, so bv the time the

i00 with a judicial combination of distance, survey is completed the framework can

direction, and astronomical measurements. hardly be called a homogenous or consistent

The Cape Kennedy suwey carried out by ry1 Tþe_g-e-qÉg!L.**rygy- of Èç-.-l{glf !gS:

tne-US-CöãiT arrA-Gõ"e:riðSunËy(-uSe:-land ieþiãñ-iï"þ-roliábly à good èxample of

GS) is probably one of the best recent illus- such a historical development.
t¡ations of what ti¡ese methods can do. This does not mean that the existing and

But these survEy methods have several established methods of geodetic surveys

inherent deficiencies when extended over are of little value. Quite the contrary; but

very large area¡i, say 500 miles and upwards. they do not offer the means of precisely

Theodolite measuretrents are referenced to accomplishing the task when very large

the local vertical; directions which p¡esently areas are considered and high accuracies

cannot be related with any degree of accu- are required
racy for dista¡¡t points. Ver¿ical angle mea- What is needed is a means of establishing

surernents 
"re 

zub¡ected to r¡ncertainties in an accurate suPer control sptem into which

refraction, which rnÊans that height control small suweys can be gathered and which

cannot be established accr¡rately by this keeps the error ProPagation through the

means. So what happens in practice is triangulation under control. Astronomical

that the measuremegrts-taken on tüe earth's observations do not províde tb.is means as

physical surface aid ttrrough the at¡¡¡o- the relationship berween astronornical co-

sphere-are related to a mathesratical sr¡r- ordinates and geodetic coordinates-through
fäce whose relationship with the phpical gravity measurements-is poorþ establi.shedt

snrface is not alwavs reliably defined. Satellite gedesy does offer a very powerful
mea¡rs of establishing such a suPe¡ c¡ntol
s)'sten on continental a¡rd global scales-
For er<ample, the. Smithrcnian Astrophysical
Obser.raøry's 1966 solution, known as the
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1966 Standard Ebrth, has proved that sta- The vertical no longer ñgures in the ob-
tion Iocations can be determined to an sewation, as the obcerved di¡ection is re-
accuracy of about 10 to 15 meters relative lated to tåe stars. Neither is the refraction
to the Earth's mass center. New solutions problem as acute, since-to a fi:st-order of
currently in preparation shouid yield ac- accuracy-þoth the star images and the
curacies of 5 to 10 meters. In addition to object image are refracted by similar
the station locations, the satellite solutions arnounts, tlerefore not affecting thei¡ reia-
give a very good global represeut4tion of tive positions.
the earth's gravitational field extended out- If the object is simult¿¡reously observed
warcls lnto sDace. from two stations. the two directions define

Unfortunately, these methods cannot be a plane in space. Repeatilg the observation
applied to areas the size of Nerv England to a second object, or to tfre same object
(for exampie), as they give best results when in a different position, defines a second
stations are separated by distances of about piane. The intersection of these two planes
a thousand kilometers and more. But some defines the direction of the vector joining

of the techniques for satellite geodesy can the two stations. The method can obviousiy
be modified and applied to smaller areas if be extended to obserwations from more than
the satellite is replaced. by a relatively lorv- two stations, therebv establishing a three di-
aititude object, such as a balloon, rocket, mensional net, unscaled, but oriented.
or aeroplane. Such an approach was, in If distances of 100 to 150 kilometers be-
fact. experimented with successfuily in Fin- trveen stations are considered, the altitude
land in the i940's-long before the advent of the object must be about 30 km to en-
ol t¡e sDace age. sure that the iines of sieht are elevated at

The method proposed is the "geometric" Ieast 20". Balloons or srnall rockets can be
method of satellite geodesy; it'does not re- used at these aititudes. With either it may
quire any knowledge of the dynamics of be desirable to eject the strobe light-
motion of the satellite. attached to a parachute-at the desi¡ed

Consider fust the measurement of di¡ec- height; then the flashes are observed during
tions -to-an-ill¡¡minated,.elevated.object.-- A the--descent. Snobe-JighfsJor-these-pur=
theodolite could be used to observe the poses have been developed by the Air Force
object's position, but there are at least two Cambridge Research Laboratory (AFCRL)
good reasons for not doing so. First the and recent tests have proved the feasibility
measured direction would be referenced to of this approach. The enti¡e strobe package
the vertical at tl¡e station; as mentioned weighs only a few pounds.
above, vertic¿ls at dist¿nt points cannot Ballistic cameras, such as the Wild BC-4
readily be related. Second, the atrnosphere used by the USCGS or the PG-1000 de-
will directly affect the accuracy with which veloped by AFCRL which are used for
the measu¡ement can be made. satellite observations, could .be used here,

It is better to photograph the object but simpler instn¡ments can be constructed
against a star background and to record the from inexpensive aerial ¡econnaissance
insta¡lt of observation. From this data, the cameras such as the K-37. The timing
object positiou c¿n be deter¡rrined with ref- equipment requirement is moderate, an
erance to the stellar coordinate svstem-thus accuracy of about one bundredth of a
a direction in space. second being adequate.

During the expozure, the stars and object The attainable directional accuracy is
will Eail along the film; therefore, the about 2 or 3 a¡cseconds for a single position,
camera must be ñtted with a shutter so but by observing the object a nr¡mber of
that the time of observation ca¡r be ¡elaæd
to a qpecific break in the trail. The pro-
cedu¡e is simpliñed if the bailoon ca¡ries an
optical beacon which f,achss at determinable
instana.

times, the vector joining the two stations
c^n be determined with a considerably
higher accuracy.

For a typic¿t configuration corxisting of
groups of observatio¡s to th¡ee different ob-
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jects (Figure 1), the accuracy, o¿, with
which the di¡ection between the stations
can be deterurined, can be approximated by

o azimuth =
1.2 o (single obserrration)

no. of simultaneous obs.

a¡rd

1.6 o (single obsen¡ation)- -
no. of simultaneous obs.

For about ten observations in each se-
quence, the accuracies attainable are the¡e-
fore about 0.4" in azimuth and 0.6" in the
vertical. Higher accuracies are, of course,
possible by increasing the number of ob-
servations, but these resuits already repre-
sent an accuracy of about 25 cm in a 100 km
distance.

The scale of the control net can also be
determined from obsen'ations to balloons
or packases attached to parachutes. using
trilate¡ation methods. Lasers probablv offer
the best approach, but unfortunately át
least four instnrments are required to ob-
serve t¡e obiect simultaneouslv.

If tÌ¡e relative positions of four points of
the unscaled control net are ft¡6wn, simul-
taneous range measrrrements from these
points -tb-the-sarne -ohject -enable-the--scale

of the net to be computed. The proof is
simple. Each range measurement defines a
sphere, centered at the observing station,
on which the obiect lies. The intersection
of any three of the spheres locates the object
uniquelv. The scale of the net joining the
four points is then expanded or shrunk so
that all four spheres intersect uniquelv.

Because of the narrow beamwidth of the
laser, the object must be brighter tha¡ the
baclcground slry, and the bean must be
trained on the object visually with the aid
of a g¡riding telescope. No special reflectors
need be carried by the balloon if its zurface
is a good refector, but it is probably desir-
able to carry reflectors asithe balloon itself
is large and the question arises, "To which
part of the object was the mea$¡rement
made?". The trilateration can be carried
out in daylight if the laser is powerful
enough, or the measr¡¡ements can be made
at night if the balloon's"position is illumi-
nated by strobe lights.
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Frcue¡ 1.

This method suggests an alternative
approach for detersrining the scale: by
simultaneously observing di¡ections and
Énges to the object from two stations.
There are, of course, several possible com-
binations of instrr.rmentation: cameras a¡rd
lasers at both stations; cameras at bot!, sta-
tions and iasers at one station only; and
one carnera and two lasen. The first two
methods offer the most information.

The ideal configuration for the first case
is with the object about midway between
the two points and sufficiently elevated so
that the lines of sight are not below 20o
elevation (Figure 2) ; the accuracy, ør, with
which the scale can be determined is of
t}te order

, 0.9 o (slngle observation)
- r - -o no. of simultaneous obs.
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If range is observed from only one sta-
tion, ttre best configuration is obtained with
the object above the station from which
only directiorui are observed (Figure 3);
the accrrracy with which tbe sc¿le e¡" be
deüermined is about ttre sane as for tbe
previous case, but the object mr¡st be ob.
served at an altitr¡de about twice as high as
before to keep the lines of sight nrfrciently
êlevated.

The accuracy of a single raDge measu¡Ê-
ment will be of the order of about 0.5
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Eleter, so that for 10 range meãsurements
the distance between stations 100 km apart
ca¡ be determined with an accuracy of
about 15 c¡¡r. These measurements could
be collected during a single lar:nch, but it
is probably desi¡able to use data from two
or tå¡ee launches made on different nights.
In this way systesratic refraction erron¡ rnay
be avoided.

To obtain the half-meter accuraqv, the
laser must be operated in a Q-switched
mode, have a pulse duration of only a few
tens of nanoseconds, and use a l-nanosec-
ond counter.

The required energy output will be very
slaall, a small fraction of one joule being
more than adequate. With laser rangng
to reFo-reflector carrying satellites, for ex-
ample, one jouie is adequate to obtain re-
turns on satellite ranges of two megameters
or more.
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Consider now a hypothetical scher¡e for F¡cunr' 4'

Massachusets to deterrnine what station
position accuracy can be obtained. The computed reiativ-e. to this point. -The results

proposed configuration is illustrated in are shown graphically in the figure; they

Figure 4. The only piding facton in se- speak for themselves'

lec-ting tJre station ,it"í *" c-omplete cover- Higher accuracies can be obtained in

"g. 
oÌ the state, average station separation various ways:, by increasing the number of

-ojeþ-el 100--kr¡,-e¡rd a- s,rclrçmç-tuhíc¡-strset-obse-rvatipr-¡úrgp--?:¡lq¡e-sla$o-ry-þV--eþ:
Jiá"õrâÚt. Ëúã-rtiàn of variances. For serving each object position simultaneously

a more detailed investigation it would be from th¡ee or more stations; and by increas-

important to locate the-cameras near first- ing the number-of laser range obsewations,

oráer eiangulation points since t}re exist- paiticuiarly in the east-west direction. The

ing rurvey äust be iorr""t"nut.d into the ultimate accuracy attainable for such a net

suier conirol net. A minimum nqmber of is of the order of about 10 to 15 cm in sta-

observed station-to-station vectors are con- tion position.

sidered, and scale is introduced in two Further detailed investigations are re-

places oniy. quired to deterrnine tfie most suitable and

Each direction between stations is elonomical means of providing the elevated

assuned to be determíned with an accuracy targets' to deterrnine the likely tyPes of

of about 0.5", and the two distances are strobe lights and reflectors, and to clevelop

assusred to be determined with an accgracy simple and inexpensive observational equip-

of 0.25 meter. The station in the south- ment, but this discussion does show the po-

west corne! of the st¿te is held fixed a¡rd tential of zuch a method of obtaining pre-

the accuracy of the other poinæ has, been cise geodetic control on a regional basis'
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